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.
Let G, H and E be subgroups of a flnite nilpotent permutation group of degree n.
We describe the theory and implementation of an algorithm to compute the normal-
izer NG(H) in time polynomial in n, and we give a modifled algorithm to determine
whether H and E are conjugate under G and, if so, to flnd a conjugating element of G.
Other algorithms produce the intersection G \ H and the centralizer CG(H). The un-
derlying method uses the imprimitivity structure of hG;Hi and an associated canonical
chief series to reduce computation to linear operations. Implementations in GAP and
Magma are practical for degrees large enough to present di–culties for general-purpose
methods.
c° 1997 Academic Press Limited
1. Introduction and Related Work
The normalizer problem|given flnite groupsG andH, to compute the normalizerNG(H)
of H in G|is of both practical and theoretical interest. In the context of permutation
groups it is not known to be solvable in time polynomial in the permutation degree.
Indeed, its complexity is of special interest because of its relation to the problem of
testing graph isomorphism (see, e.g., .Luks, .1993). Currently implemented algorithms for
its solution have exponential worst case running time. The implementations appear to
remain exponential even for nilpotent groups, for which the normalizer problem is known
to be solvable in polynomial time (.Kantor and .Luks, .1990). More generally, normalizers
are computable in polynomial time even for solvable groups (.Luks, .1992). With this
background in mind, we describe a normalizer algorithm for nilpotent subgroups of Sn
that has worst case timing of O(n4). Implementations in GAP (.Scho˜nert .et al., .1993)
and Magma ( .Cannon and .Playoust, .1993) show substantial performance improvements
over the built-in library functions on permutation domains of moderate size.
Our point of view in this work is that if the groups under consideration are known
y A portion of the work described here was presented at the 1994 ISSAC conference at Oxford and
appears in the conference proceedings.
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to possess special properties, such as nilpotency, then one should hope to exploit that
knowledge to devise algorithms that are faster than the generic ones that apply to less
restricted classes of groups. We consider here the normalizer problem and the related
conjugator problem|given groups G, H and E, determine whether there is a g in G with
g¡1Eg = H, and if so flnd such a g|in the setting of nilpotent permutation groups.
Our aim is to take advantage of the polycyclic and hypercentral structure of nilpo-
tent groups in the overall design of our algorithms, and to use the permutation group
environment not only to multiply elements quickly but also to create a combinatoric
structure forest that leads to a canonical chief series and to e–cient linear calculations.
See, e.g., .Butler and .Cannon .(1993) for examples of exploitation of imprimitivity sys-
tems of p-groups to get at the group structure. Not surprisingly, our algorithms have
some characteristics in common with the normalizer algorithm of .Glasby and .Slattery
.(1990) and related algorithms (cf. .Celler .et al., .1990) for polycyclic groups. The latter al-
gorithms use collection methods to multiply elements. Our experimental results indicate
that algorithms that can take advantage of the combination of nilpotency and permuta-
tion action can be faster than those based on either collection or permutation operations
alone.
The following account starts by presenting the framework for a general normalizer
algorithm and a reduction of the nilpotent problem to the computation of a subgroup
of index 1 or a prime. We then discuss modiflcations needed to solve the conjugator
problem. The next two sections develop and apply linear algebraic methods derived from
a structure forest which we build from the permutation action. We brie°y describe related
polynomial-time algorithms for computing intersections and centralizers, and conclude
with discussions of theoretical complexity and experimental results.
2. The Normalizer Algorithm
Our goal in this section will be an algorithm to computeNG(H) for subgroups G and H
of a flnite nilpotent group K. We can reduce immediately to the case in which K has
order a power of some prime p, since K is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups, and
the direct decomposition is inherited by the subgroups G, H, and NG(H). Generators
for the p-Sylow groups of G, H, and K are easy to compute as powers of the generators
of G, H, and K, using the Euclidean algorithm in Z.
Thus we suppose for the rest of this section that K is a p-group. Then K has a central
chief series K = K0 . K1 . ¢ ¢ ¢ . KL = 1, with Kj / K for each j and with each factor
Kj¡1=Kj of order p. In Section 5 we will explicitly construct such a series suited to our
needs. For now, we suppose a series like this to be given.
DeflneHi := Ki\H for i = 0; : : : ; L. The overall plan of the algorithm is to compute the
normalizers of certain subgroups HiKj of K, in a sequence starting with a subgroup that
is obviously G-normal and ending with the subgroup H0KL = (K0\H)KL = H. Figure 1
gives a preliminary version, with M an ambient normalizer which is initially G and even-
tually NG(H). Equations in braces f g are assertions about the values of variables at those
stages of the execution where the assertions appear. Here and in subsequent algorithms,
endfor and endif statements are implied by the indentation. The assertions enclosed in
braces in Figure 1 are immediate, since HL = 1, NG(HiKi) = NG(Ki) = G, HiKL = Hi,
NG(Hi) • NG(Hi+1), and H0 = H. Hence the algorithm does produce NG(H).
Note that the overall structure of our normalizer algorithm difiers from that of .Glasby
and .Slattery .(1990) only in having the inner and outer loops interchanged. At this level of
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finput: Subgroups G and H of a group K.
A normal series K = K0 . ¢ ¢ ¢ .KL = 1 of K.
Hi = Ki \H for i = 0; : : : ; L:g
foutput: NG(H):g
begin
fInitialize the ambient normalizer M .g
M := G
fM = NG(HL).g
for i := L¡ 1 downto 0 do
fM = NG(Hi+1)g
for j := i to L¡ 1 do
fM = NG(HiKj) \NG(Hi+1)g
M := NM (HiKj+1)
fM = NG(HiKj+1) \NG(Hi+1)g
fM = NG(Hi)g
fM = NG(H)g
return M
end.
Figure 1. .The normalizer algorithm.
finput: Subgroups G and H of a flnite p-group K.
A chief series K = K0 . ¢ ¢ ¢ . KL = 1 of K.
Hi = Ki \H for i = 0; : : : ; L:g
foutput: NG(H):g
begin
M := G
for i := L¡ 2 downto 0 and Hi 6= Hi+1do
for j := i+ 1 to L¡ 1 do
M := NM (HiKj+1)
return M
end.
Figure 2. .The normalizer algorithm for p-groups.
discussion that difierence is inconsequential; it becomes more meaningful as we specialize
to the p-group case, and it is signiflcant in the implementation of the resulting algorithm.
If K = K0 . K1 . ¢ ¢ ¢ . KL = 1 is a chief series of K, then each factor Ki=Ki+1 is K-
central of prime order, so either Hi = Hi+1, i.e., H avoids Ki=Ki+1, or HKi = HKi+1,
i.e., H covers Ki=Ki+1. If Hi = Hi+1, then we can skip the inner loop for i. Similarly,
if HKj = HKj+1 then since Ki ‚ Kj the modular law gives HiKj = (Ki \ H)Kj =
Ki \ (HKj) = ¢ ¢ ¢ = HiKj+1. We could skip the inside step for j in this case, but in the
more detailed algorithm that we describe below we will still carry out the step for j in
the covering case in order to update additional data for j + 1. The indices of the factors
Ks=Ks+1 that H covers and avoids can be determined initially, as a by-product of other
computations.
Since KL¡1 is K-central, HL¡1 must be G-normal, so we can begin the outer loop with
i = L ¡ 2. Moreover, [Hi; G] • [Ki; G] • Ki+1 so NG(HiKi+1) = G and we can begin
the inside loop with j = i+ 1. Figure 2 shows the resulting streamlined algorithm.
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To carry out the algorithm, we must compute NM (HiKj+1) assuming the following
conditions:
(a) M normalizes Hi+1;
(b) M normalizes HiKj ;
(c) 0 • i < j < L;
(d) H covers Ki=Ki+1, so HKi = HKi+1 and [Hi : Hi+1] = p.
If H covers Kj=Kj+1, i.e., if HKj = HKj+1 then HiKj = HiKj+1 and no computation
is needed; hence suppose also that Hj = Hj+1. It then follows from (a) to (d) that
the group V := HiKj=Hi+1Kj+1 is elementary abelian of order p2, and M acts on it
as a p-subgroup of GL(2; p). Since M centralizes the 1-space Hi+1Kj=Hi+1Kj+1, the
stabilizer of the 1-space HiKj+1=Hi+1Kj+1 is the subgroup of M that acts diagonally
on V . The stabilizer is thus the kernel of the action, and hence has index 1 or p in M .
We have proved the following.
Proposition 2.1. . Suppose that (a){(d) hold. If H avoids Kj=Kj+1, then NM (HiKj+1)
is the kernel of the action of M on V , and hence is either M or a maximal subgroup
of M .
Indeed, we can describe the M -action explicitly. Suppose hi+1 2 HinHi+1. Relative to the
basis fhi+1Hi+1Kj+1; zj+1Hi+1Kj+1g for V , the action has the matrix representation
g 7!
µ
1 µ(g)
0 1
¶
;
where [hi+1; g] 2 zµ(g)j+1Hi+1Kj+1 and µ is a homomorphism of G into Zp.
To apply this proposition, we need elements hi+1 2 HinHi+1, which we obtain from
generating sets for the groups H and K.
The group K contains elements z1; : : : ; zL with Ki¡1 = hzi; : : : ; zLi for i = 1; : : : ; L+1.
Section 5 describes the construction of such a sequence for K in an important special
case. For now, suppose that a canonical generating sequence (CGS) z1; : : : ; zL of this sort
has been chosen for K.
If X is a subgroup of K, then X = X \ K0 . ¢ ¢ ¢ . X \ KL = 1 is a central
series for X with each factor of order 1 or p. We call a sequence x1; : : : ; xt of generators
for X an induced generating system (IGS) for X (relative to K0 . ¢ ¢ ¢ . KL) in case
the subgroups hxi; : : : ; xti for i = 1; : : : ; t + 1 are the distinct subgroups in the chain
X \K0 . ¢ ¢ ¢ . X \KL. If x1; : : : ; xt is an IGS for X, then jXj = pt, and for each chief
factor Kj¡1=Kj covered by X there is a unique i with Kj¡1 = hxiiKj .
An alternative type of generating sequence for X, which we call a strong generating
system (SGS) for X relative to the CGS z1; : : : ; zL, consists of elements x1; : : : ; xL, with
xi = 1 in case Xi¡1 = Xi, i.e., in case X avoids Ki¡1=Ki, and with xi 2 Xi¡1nXi and
xi · zi mod Ki in case X covers Ki¡1=Ki. Thus if x1; : : : ; xL is an SGS for X relative
to z1; : : : ; zL, then Xi = hxi+1; : : : ; xLi for each i.
We will describe H by an SGS h1; : : : ; hL, which we can compute initially by sifting a
set of generators for H against z1; : : : ; zL. In our implementations we compute h1; : : : ; hL,
as well as other initial SGS’s and IGS’s, by a modiflcation of the organization of the Sims-
Schreier methods in .Knuth .(1991).
We could use either an SGS or an IGS to describe the subgroup M in the normalizer
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algorithm. We illustrate both methods below, by using an SGS in the normalizer update
algorithm of the next section and an IGS in the conjugator algorithm in Section 4.
3. Recomputing the Normalizer
The inner loop in the normalizer algorithm of Figure 2 indicates a way of updating
our current normalizer, i.e., of computing NG(Hi) from NG(Hi+1). In this section we
develop a more detailed algorithm for the purpose, based on some of the ideas and facts
from Section 2. In essence the plan is, as before, to go from HiKj to HiKj+1, taking
difierent actions depending on whether or not these two groups are the same.
For j = 1; : : : ; L let Mj = NG(Hi+1) \NG(HiKj). Given Mj , we want to flnd Mj+1,
which we know has index 1 or p in Mj . If the index is p, then Mj+1 covers all but
one composition factor of Mj , and the idea is to locate the avoided factor and then
modify Mj above it to produce Mj+1. To carry out this plan, we maintain two sequences:
an SGS m1; : : : ;mL for Mj , and an auxiliary sequence x1; : : : ; xL of members of Hi+1. If
Mj > Mj+1 and if ms corresponds to a composition factor of Mj that Mj+1 avoids, then
we will replace ms by 1 and modify m1; : : : ;ms¡1 suitably. Because [K;Kj ] µ Kj+1, we
have hmj+1; : : : ;mLi µMj \Kj µ NMj (HiKj+1) = Mj+1, so in this case s • j.
The main loop in Figure 3 contains the expanded algorithm for computing Mj+1
from Mj . Since G centralizes Hi mod Ki+1, we have Mi = Mi+1, so we may start with
j = i + 1. Let h = hi+1. Since h =2 Ki, on flrst entry into the main j-loop [h;mk] ·
1 · xk mod Ki+1 for each k. To show that the algorithm produces the correct result, we
assume the statements in braces at the beginning of the j-loop and verify the statements
at the end of the loop by considering cases.
Suppose flrst that Hj = Hj+1, that 1 • s = maxfk:`(k) 6= 0g, and that 1 • k • s.
Then [h;mk] · xkz`(k)j+1 mod Kj+1 at the beginning of the loop. Proposition 1 applies,
since Hj = Hj+1. In the notation of Section 2, µ(mk) = `(k), so µ(mkm
fi(k)
s ) = µ(mk) +
fi(k)µ(ms) = `(k) + fi(k)`(s) = 0, whence mkm
fi(k)
s 2 Mj+1. Now µ(ms) 6= 0, so
ms =2 ker µ = Mj+1, and Mj+1 must be a maximal subgroup of Mj . Thus the sequence
m1m
fi(1)
s ; : : : ;ms¡1m
fi(s¡1)
s ; 1;ms+1; : : : ;mL is an SGS for Mj+1 in this case.
We know that xs and xk are in Hi+1, which is normalized by Mj . Hence
(xsm¡1s )
fi(k)xkm
fi(k)
s 2 Hi+1(m¡1s )fi(k)xkmfi(k)s = Hi+1:
Now to show that [h;mkm
fi(k)
s ] · (xsm¡1s )fi(k)xkmfi(k)s mod Kj+1 we may assume that
Kj+1 = 1, so that zj+1 2 Z(K). Let z := zj+1. Then [h;mk] = xkz`(k), so mhk =
mkx
¡1
k z
¡`(k). It follows that
(mkmfi(k)s )
h = mkx¡1k z
¡`(k)(msx¡1s z
¡`(s))fi(k)
= mkx¡1k (msx
¡1
s )
fi(k)z¡`(k)¡`(s)fi(k)
= mkmfi(k)s m
¡fi(k)
s x
¡1
k (msx
¡1
s )
fi(k);
so [mkm
fi(k)
s ; h] = ((xsm¡1s )
fi(k)xkm
fi(k)
s )¡1, as desired.
Suppose next that Hj = Hj+1 but that `(k) = 0 for every k. Then Mj = Mj+1, and
already [h;mk] · xk mod Kj+1 for each k.
In the flnal case, with Hj 6= Hj+1, Mj = Mj+1 again, and m1; : : : ;mL is still an SGS.
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finput: An SGS m1; : : : ;mL for NG(Hi+1).g
foutput: An SGS for NG(Hi).g
begin
fInitialize.g
for k := 1 to L do
xk := 1 2 Hi+1
for j := i+ 1 to L¡ 1 do
f(m1; : : : ;mL) is an SGS for Mj ,
x1; : : : ; xL 2 Hi+1, xk = 1 for j • k,
and [hi+1;mk] · xk mod Kj for k = 1; : : : ; Lg
for k := 1 to j do
Compute `(k) 2 Zp with
x¡1k [hi+1;mk] · z
`(k)
j+1 mod Kj+1
if Hj = Hj+1 then
if `(k) 6= 0 for some k then
s := maxfk:`(k) 6= 0g
for k := 1 to s¡ 1 do
Solve `(s)fi(k) + `(k) = 0 for fi(k) 2 Zp
mk := mkm
fi(k)
s
xk := (xsm
¡1
s )
fi(k)xkm
fi(k)
s
ms := 1
xs := 1
else fHj 6= Hj+1g
for k := 1 to j do
xk := xkh
`(k)
j+1
f(m1; : : : ;mL) is an SGS for Mj+1,
x1; : : : ; xL 2 Hi+1, xk = 1 for j + 1 • k,
and [hi+1;mk] · xk mod Kj+1 for k = 1; : : : ; Lg
return (m1; : : : ;mL)
end.
Figure 3. .Normalizer update from NG(Hi+1) to NG(Hi).
Moreover, since Hj 6= Hj+1, hj+1Kj+1 = zj+1Kj+1 and thus [h;mk] · xkh`(k)j+1 mod
Kj+1, with xkh
`(k)
j+1 2 Hi+1 since j ‚ i+ 1.
This algorithm can be speeded up somewhat by making a few small changes. If we
arrange to have xk = 1 and `(k) = 0 whenever mk = 1, then we may ignore some cases.
Speciflcally, let us initialize `(k) to 0 for all k. If mk := mkm
fi(k)
s produces mk = 1, let
us set xk := 1 and `(k) := 0, and when we set ms := 1 let us also set `(s) := 0. Then in
the flrst k-loop we may ignore cases with mk = 1, and in the other two k-loops we may
ignore cases with `(k) = 0. We justify these claims as follows.
Initially, xk = 1 and `(k) = 0 for every k. If mk gets the value 1 at some stage, we
explicitly set xk and `(k) to 1 and 0, respectively. From then on, we ignore cases in which
mk = 1 or `(k) = 0, so these values of xk and `(k) are never reset. Thus xk = 1 and
`(k) = 0 whenever mk = 1, and in these cases, too, [h;mk] · xkz`(k)j+1 mod Kj+1.
4. The Conjugator Algorithm
This section describes a modiflcation of the normalizer algorithm to test whether two
subgroups, E and H, of K are G-conjugate, and if so to produce an element g of G with
Eg = H.
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For permutation groups, there is an elementary general reduction of the conjugator
problem to the normalizer problem. Given generators for the subgroups G, H0 and H1
of Sym(›), let ›^ = › £ f0; 1g , G^ = G o Z2, and H^ = H0 £ H1. Both G^ and H^ have
natural interpretations as subgroups of Sym(›^):
G^ = f(g0; g1)te j g0; g1 2 G; e = 0 or 1g; H^ = f(h0; h1) j h0 2 H0; h1 2 H1g;
and for each ! 2 ›, i 2 f0; 1g, g0; g1 2 G, and (h0; h1) 2 H^,
(!; i)(g0;g1) = (!gi ; i)
(!; i)t = (!; 1¡ i)
(!; i)(h0;h1) = (!hi ; i):
If R is a set of generators for NG^(H^), then H0 and H1 are G-conjugate if and only if R
contains an element of the form (g0; g1)t, in which case g¡10 H0g0 = H1 for each such
element in R.
The general reduction just given is of little use in the present context, since the normal-
izer algorithm of Section 2 can only compute NG^(H^) in case G^ is nilpotent, so only if G
is a 2-group. Moreover, even in that case, doubling the degree of the permutation group
potentially increases the execution time by a factor of 24 (see Section 8). The modifled
algorithm below solves the conjugator problem for p-groups in less than twice the time
required by the normalizer algorithm to compute NG(H) (and typically in essentially the
same time).
For the rest of this section we suppose, as in Section 2, that G and H are subgroups of
the flnite p-group K, with notation Gi, Hi, and Kj as before. In addition, we consider a
subgroup E ofK, deflne Ei := E\Ki for i = 1; : : : ; L and let ei; : : : ; eL be a corresponding
SGS for E. The problem is to determine, if possible, an element g of G with Eg = H.
Figure 4 shows the general outline of an algorithm, based on the p-group normalizer
algorithm of Figure 2. If E and H are G-conjugate, then they are K-conjugate as well,
and hence cover and avoid the same chief factors Ki¡1=Ki, i.e., satisfy ei = 1 if and only
if hi = 1. Suppose that E and H pass this test. We saw in Section 2 that if the algorithm
does not return false then M = NG(H) at the conclusion. Since EL¡1 = HL¡1, we may
begin with i = L¡ 2. If Hi = Hi+1, then also Ei = Ei+1 and no action is required. For
j = i+ 1 and Egi+1 = Hi+1 we have (EiKi+1)
g = (hei+1iKi+1)g = hei+1[ei+1; g]iKi+1 =
hei+1iKi+1 = hhi+1iKi+1 = HiKi+1. Thus if the algorithm does not return false then
the statements in braces in Figure 4 are true, and Eg = H at the conclusion. Note that
if H (and hence also E) covers Kj=Kj+1 in the inner loop, then H and Egy both cover
Kj=Kj+1, so HiKj+1 = HiKj = E
gy
i Kj = E
gy
i Kj+1, and we may take x = 1 and leave y
unchanged.
To carry out the conjugator update step, we modify the normalizer update algorithm
of Figure 3 to obtain the algorithm of Figure 5. Here we have chosen to maintain an
IGS for M , rather than an SGS, to illustrate the difierence in details. Instead of setting
ms := 1, with corresponding xs := 1 and `(s) := 0, we drop ms out entirely, and shift
ms+1; : : : ;mt and xs+1; : : : ; xt forward. For convenience, we have replaced Eg by E. Note
that if (e1; : : : ; eL) is an SGS for E, then (e
g
1; : : : ; e
g
L) is also an SGS for E
g. To verify
the conjugator update algorithm, we must check that the assertions in braces in Figure 5
hold on entry to the loop for j = i+1, that if the algorithm returns false then Ei and Hi
are not conjugate under G, and that if the loop does not return false then the assertions
hold at the end of the loop if they hold at the beginning. We have checked in Section 3
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finput: Subgroups G, H and E of a flnite p-group K.
A chief series K = K0 . ¢ ¢ ¢ .KL = 1 of K.
Hi = Ki \H for i = 0; : : : ; L.
Ei = Ki \ E for i = 0; : : : ; L:g
foutput: Either NG(H) and an element g of G with Eg = H or
false if no such g exists.g
begin
if H and E cover difierent factors in the chief series then
return false
M := G; g := 1
fEgL = HL. g
for i := L¡ 2 downto 0 and Hi 6= Hi+1 do
fEgi+1 = Hi+1 g
y := 1
for j := i+ 1 to L¡ 1 do
f(EiKj)gy = HiKjg
if Egyi Kj+1 is G-conjugate to HiKj+1 then
Find x 2M with (Egyi Kj+1)x = HiKj+1.
Find NM (HiKj+1).
y := yx
M := NM (HiKj+1)
else return false
fEgyi Kj+1 = HiKj+1g
g := gy
fEgi = Hi gfEg = Hg
return M and g
end.
Figure 4. .The conjugator algorithm for p-groups.
all of the assertions except those that relate to u or y or false. To verify these, we may
assume, for each j, that:
(a) hm1; : : : ;mti normalizes Hi+1;
(b) hm1; : : : ;mti normalizes HiKj ;
(c) 0 • i < j < L;
(d) HKi = HKi+1 and [Hi : Hi+1] = p;
(f) E and H cover and avoid the same chief factors of K;
(g) EiKj = HiKj ;
(h) Ei+1 = Hi+1.
Note that for k > i, if u 2 Hi+1 = Ei+1, y 2 NG(Hi+1), and ue¡yi+1hi+1 2 Kk, then
Eyi Kk = heyi+1iEi+1Kk = heyi+1iHi+1Kk = hhi+1iHi+1Kk = HiKk.
At the outset y = 1, and since fm1; : : : ;mtg µ NG(Hi+1), y remains in NG(Hi+1).
Suppose that j = i+ 1. Then u = 1 2 Hi+1. Since H covers Ki=Ki+1, so does E. Since
hi+1 · ei+1 mod Ki+1, ue¡1i+1hi+1 2 Kj on flrst entry into the loop.
Thus we need only check for each j that u 2 Hi+1 and ue¡yi+1hi+1 2 Kj+1 at the end
of the loop.
Suppose that Hj 6= Hj+1, so that Hi and Eyi cover Kj=Kj+1. Then y does not change,
and e¡yi+1hi+1 · z‚j+1u¡1 · h‚j+1u¡1 mod Kj+1, so u := uh¡‚j+1 yields ue¡yi+1hi+1 2 Kj+1
at the end of the loop. Since i < j, we have uh¡‚j+1 2 Hi+1 as well.
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finput: An IGS (m1; : : : ;mt) for NG(Hi+1), SGS’s for H and E.g
foutput: Either an IGS for NG(Hi) and an element y 2 G with Eyi = Hi
or false if no such y exists.g
begin
y := 1; u := 1
for k := 1 to t do
xk := 1 2 Hi+1;
for j := i+ 1 to L¡ 1 do
f(m1; : : : ;mt) is an IGS for NG(Hi+1) \NG(HiKj), y 2 NG(Hi+1),
u; x1; : : : ; xt 2 Hi+1, ue¡yi+1hi+1 2 Kj , Eyi Kj = HiKj , and
[hi+1;mk] · xk mod Kj for k = 1; : : : ; tg
for k := 1 to t do
Compute `(k) 2 Zp with x¡1k [hi+1;mk] · z
`(k)
j+1 mod Kj+1.
Compute ‚ 2 Zp with ue¡yi+1hi+1 · z‚j+1 mod Kj+1.
if Hj = Hj+1 then
if `(k) = 0 for all k then
if ‚ 6= 0 then
return false
else f`(k) 6= 0 for some kg
s := maxfk:`(k) 6= 0g
for k := 1 to s¡ 1 do
Solve `(s)fi(k) + `(k) = 0 for fi(k) 2 Zp.
mk := mkm
fi(k)
s ; xk := (xsm
¡1
s )
fi(k)xkm
fi(k)
s
Solve fl`(s) = ‚ for fl 2 Zp.
y := ymfls
u := (xsm
¡1
s )
flumfls
t := t¡ 1
for k := s to t do
mk := mk+1; xk := xk+1
else fHj 6= Hj+1g
for k := 1 to t do
xk := xkh
`(k)
j+1
u := uh¡‚j+1
f(m1; : : : ;mt) is an IGS for NG(Hi+1) \NG(HiKj+1), y 2 NG(Hi+1),
u; x1; : : : ; xt 2 Hi+1, ue¡yi+1hi+1 2 Kj+1, Eyi Kj+1 = HiKj+1, and
[hi+1;mk] · xk mod Kj+1 for k = 1; : : : ; tg
return (m1; : : : ;mt), y
end.
Figure 5. .Conjugator update from i+ 1 to i.
Next consider the case Hj = Hj+1. Then E and H avoid Kj=Kj+1 and cover Ki=Ki+1.
As we saw for the normalizer algorithm, the group HiKj=Hi+1Kj+1 is elementary abelian.
Let „h := hi+1Hi+1Kj+1, „z := zj+1Hi+1Kj+1, and „e := ei+1Hi+1Kj+1. Then we have
HiKj+1=Hi+1Kj+1 = h„hi, EiKj+1=Hi+1Kj+1 = h„ei, and Hi+1Kj=Hi+1Kj+1 = h„zi.
If `(k) = 0 for every k, then NG(Hi+1)\NG(HiKj) acts trivially on HiKj=Hi+1Kj+1,
and hence normalizes both h„hi and h„ei. In this case, since ue¡yi+1hi+1 · z‚j+1 mod Kj+1,
if ‚ = 0 then ue¡yi+1hi+1 2 Kj+1 already, as desired. Otherwise, if ‚ 6= 0, which is the
only case in which the loop returns false, „h = „z‚„ey implies that h„hi 6= h„eyi, so HiKj+1
and Eyi Kj+1 are not conjugate under NG(Hi+1) \ NG(HiKj). But if Ey and H were
G-conjugate, say with Eyg = H, then we would have HiKj+1 = E
yg
i Kj+1 = (E
y
i Kj+1)
g,
but also Hi+1 = E
yg
i+1 = H
yg
i+1 = H
g
i+1 and HiKj = (E
y
i Kj)
g = (HiKj)g, whence
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g 2 NG(Hi+1) \NG(HiKj). Thus if the loop returns false then H and E are indeed not
G-conjugate.
Finally, suppose that `(k) 6= 0 for some k. Let m := ms and x := xs. We must verify
that
(xm¡1)flumfle¡ym
fl
i+1 hi+1 2 Kj+1:
As in the veriflcation of the normalizer algorithm, we may assume that Kj+1 = 1. Letting
h := hi+1 and z := zj+1, we have mh = mx¡1z¡`(s), so that
(xm¡1)fl = (m¡hz¡`(s))fl = m¡flhz¡fl`(s) = m¡flhz¡‚:
Hence,
(xm¡1)flumfle¡ym
fl
i+1 h = m
¡flhz¡‚ue¡yi+1m
flh = m¡flhh¡1mflh = 1;
as desired.
5. The Linear Structure
The algorithms of the preceding sections apply in the setting of an arbitrary p-group K
with chief series K = K0 . ¢ ¢ ¢ . KL = 1. The update algorithms require the multipli-
cation of group elements to compute products such as (xsm¡1s )
flumfls . They also require
flnding \leading coe–cients" `(1); : : : ; `(t) (in the sense of .Scho˜nert .et al., .1993) rela-
tive to the canonical generating sequence for K. In this section we develop a linear data
structure that permits rapid computation of these coe–cients in case K is a permutation
group. Section 6 applies the linear results to compute leading coe–cients.
We start by constructing a special normal series K = F0 . F1 . ¢ ¢ ¢ . Ft = 1
with elementary abelian factors, and then reflne this series to a chief series for K. The
reflnement turns out to be unique, and to be described by a sequence of K-invariant °ags
in the factors Fi¡1=Fi, viewed as Zp-vector spaces. The matrices that describe the bases
associated with the °ags then provide easy computation of leading coe–cients.
To explain the construction of the normal series F0 . F1 . ¢ ¢ ¢ . Ft = 1, we use
a rooted tree associated with the permutation action of K. This combinatorial struc-
ture provides a conceptual framework for the development and veriflcation of our linear
methods, but is not itself explicitly created in the implementations described in Section 9.
In general, if K is a flnite group of permutations then it is possible (.Luks and .McKenzie,
.1988; .Luks, .1986) to construct a structure forest for K consisting of rooted trees, one for
each orbit of K, such that in each tree the children of the root correspond to maximal
blocks of imprimitivity, and the subtree rooted at the child corresponding to a block is the
structure tree for the restriction to that block of its setwise stabilizer. This construction
can be carried out essentially as e–ciently as flnding imprimitivity systems (.Atkinson,
.1975). In case K is a p-Sylow subgroup of Spt , the repeated wreath product K = Cp oCp o
¢ ¢ ¢ oCp of t groups of order p, the structure forest consists of a single full p-ary structure
tree.
In this paper, G, E, and H are subgroups of a nilpotent permutation group K, so
it is possible to compute a structure forest for hG;Hi; the general implementations of
our algorithms begin by constructing such a forest for each Sylow subgroup of hG;Hi,
using imprimitivity information about hG;Hi. For the following exposition we will as-
sume that K is a p-group and that the forest consists of a single tree. The extension
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of the resulting linear structure to the general p-group case involves straightforward re-
formulation of the normal series in K; for example, one can view the disjoint trees as
arranged in a vertical list, redeflning \layers" in the account below accordingly. Since
both the normalizer and conjugator problems for a nilpotent group reduce immediately
to its Sylow subgroups, the general nilpotent case presents no special di–culties either.
Thus we let n = pt and suppose that G, H, and E (if called for) are given as subgroups
of the p-Sylow subgroup K of Sn, acting as automorphisms on a full p-ary rooted tree ¡
with n leaves. We choose a labeling for ¡ to display the lines of our argument clearly.
Label the root 0, label its children 0; : : : ; p ¡ 1, and in general give the children of the
node at depth k with label s the labels s; s+ pk; : : : ; s+ (p¡ 1)pk.
The nodes of ¡ form layers, on each of which K acts transitively. For r = 0; 1; : : : ; t
let Fr be the subgroup of K flxing each of the pr nodes at depth r. Then K = F0 > F1 >
¢ ¢ ¢ > Ft = 1, and each group Fr is normal in K. For k = 0; : : : ; t¡1 let ¿k be the member
of K that maps xpk+1 + jpk to xpk+1 + (j+ 1 mod p)pk for 0 • j < p and all x. Since ¿k
flxes 1; : : : ; pk¡1, it flxes all of the nodes at levels 0; : : : ; k, and hence is in Fk. It permutes
the children of node 0 at level k in the p-cycle (0; pk; : : : ; (p¡1)pk), permutes the subtrees
rooted at those children correspondingly but otherwise leaves them unchanged, and flxes
all descendents of the remaining nodes at level k. The conjugates of ¿r under K permute
the children of the other nodes at depth r, so Fr=Fr+1 is elementary abelian, generated
by ¿r and its K-conjugates. Indeed, K = h¿0; ¿1; : : : ; ¿t¡1i, Fr = h¿r; ¿r+1; : : : ; ¿t¡1iK
for each r, and K acts linearly on the Zp-vector space Vr := Fr=Fr+1, which has a
basis consisting of pr conjugates of ¿r under K (mod Fr+1). To reflne the series K =
F0 . ¢ ¢ ¢ . Ft = 1 to a chief series for K we must flnd for each r a basis b0; : : : ; bpr¡1
for Vr such that every subspace hbs; bs+1; : : : ; bpr¡1i is h¿0; : : : ; ¿r¡1i-invariant. The proof
of the next proposition gives an easy way to produce such bases, with an additional
property that we can exploit in our algorithms.
Proposition 5.1. . For each r = 1; : : : ; t there is a pr£ pr matrix Br with entries in Zp
and with the following properties.
(a) The rows b0; : : : ;bpr¡1 of Br form a Zp-basis for Vr = Zp
r
p .
(b) For s = 0; : : : ; pr¡1 the subspace V (s)r of Vr spanned by fbs; : : : ;bpr¡1g is invariant
under ¿0; : : : ; ¿r¡1.
(c) The inner products of the rows of Br satisfy
bi ¢ bj ·
‰
0 mod p for i+ j ‚ pr
(¡1)i mod p for i+ j = pr ¡ 1.
Moreover, the subspaces V (s)r in (b) form the unique Zp[K]-composition series for Vr.
Proof. Note flrst that ¿0 ¢ ¢ ¢ ¿r induces the pr-cycle c = (0; 1; : : : ; pr ¡ 1) on the nodes
of ¡ at depth r. One way to see this is to write the labels 0; 1; : : : ; pr¡1 in p-ary notation
and to think of an odometer. Observe that ¿0 increases the 1’s digit of a label by 1 mod p,
then ¿1 does nothing unless the 1’s digit is now 0, in which case it increases the p’s digit
by 1 mod p, etc. Let ¾ denote the Zp-linear transformation of Vr determined by the
permutation action of c on the standard basis fe0; : : : ; epr¡1g of Vr. The characteristic
polynomial of ¾ is xp
r ¡ 1, which is also its minimal polynomial. Let ¿ = ¾ ¡ 1. Then ¿
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has minimal polynomial xp
r
, and the set fe0¿ i : 0 • i < prg is a basis for Vr relative to
which ¿ has as its matrix a single Jordan block.
For m = 0; 1; : : : ; pr ¡ 1 we have Vr¿m = he0¿ i : m • i < pri, and the subspaces Vr¿m
form a Zp[h¾i]-composition series for Vr. In fact, they form the only such composition
series, for if U is a h¾i-invariant subspace of Vr with U µ Vr¿m but U 6µ Vr¿m+1, then U
contains some member of e0¿m + Vr¿m+1, hence contains each eo¿k whenever k ‚ m,
and hence contains Vr¿m. Since Vr is Zp[h¾i]-uniserial, it is Zp[K]-uniserial as well. In
particular, the subspaces Vr¿m must be ¿k-invariant for 0 • k < r.
Let Br be the pr £ pr matrix whose rows b0;b1; : : : ;bpr¡1 are e0; e0¿; : : : ; e0¿pr¡1,
expressed relative to the standard basis. Since ¿k = (¾ ¡ 1)k, we have
bk = e0¿k =
kX
j=0
(¡1)j
µ
k
j
¶
ej mod p;
and Br is a lower-triangular \alternating Pascal’s triangle" matrix.
The inner products of the rows of Br satisfy
bi ¢ bj =
‡X
fi‚0
(¡1)fi
µ
i
fi
¶
efi
·
¢
‡X
fl‚0
(¡1)fl
µ
j
fl
¶
efl
·
=
X
fi‚0
(¡1)fi+fi
µ
i
fi
¶µ
j
fi
¶
=
µ
i+ j
i
¶
:
If i + j ‚ pr, then ¡i+ji ¢ · 0 mod p, and if i + j = pr ¡ 1, then bi ¢ bj = ¡pr¡1i ¢ ·
(¡1)i mod p. Thus Br satisfles the assertions of the proposition. 2
It seems to be part of the folklore that if K = Cp o ¢ ¢ ¢ o Cp with r factors, then Vr
is a uniserial Zp[K]-module. Our construction selects an especially useful basis from
among the many bases that flt the unique chain of subspaces. For related results in
another setting, the reader may consult .Leedham-Green and .Newman .(1980), especially
Theorem 2, and .Leedham-Green .et al. .(1986), where the \alternating Pascal triangle"
matrix B appears in Section 5.
Since Br is essentially Pascal’s triangle, we can easily construct bi+1 from bi. It is just
as easy to build Br from the bottom up, starting with the last row, which is (1; 1; : : : ; 1).
Moreover, as the next proposition shows, one can save a bit of arithmetic in computing
some of the entries of Br below the diagonal by simply copying already known entries.
Subtraction of two entries is required only in the third case of the proposition, which
occurs for (p¡ 1)=(p+ 1) of the pairs (i; j) with 0 • j • i < pr.
Proposition 5.2. . Let b0; : : : ;bpr¡1 be the rows of Br, and denote the jth component
of bk by bk;j. Suppose that 0 < i < pr and that pm is the highest power of p that divides i.
Then bi¡1;0 = 1, and if j > 0 then bi¡1;j is congruent mod p to
bi;j if pm+1 divides j;
¡bi¡1;j¡1 if pm does not divide j; and
¡bi¡1;j¡1 + bi;j otherwise:
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Proof. We always have bi¡1;0 = 1 and bi¡1;j¡1 + bi¡1;j = bi;j . Say i = pmfi and
j = psfl, with fi and fl prime to p. Suppose flrst that pm+1 divides j. Then
pmfi
pm+1ps¡m¡1fl
¢
µ
i¡ 1
j ¡ 1
¶
=
µ
i
j
¶
2 Z;
and since p does not divide fi it follows that
¡
i¡1
j¡1
¢ 2 pZ, and bi¡1;j¡1 = 0 as claimed.
If pm does not divide j, thenµ
i
j
¶
=
pmfi
psfl
µ
i¡ 1
j ¡ 1
¶
2 pZ;
so bi;j = 0 and bi¡1;j = ¡bi¡1;j¡1. 2
6. Computing Leading Coe–cients and Testing Membership
Proposition 5.1(c) gives an easy method for computing the coe–cients `(k) and ‚
required by the normalizer and conjugator update algorithms.
In the main loops of the algorithms we are given elements x¡1k [hi+1;mk] in Kj and
must flnd constants `(k) 2 f0; 1; : : : ; p¡ 1g such that
x¡1k [hi+1;mk] · z`(k)j+1 mod Kj+1:
Given j, the flrst step is to compute r such that Fr ‚ Kj ‚ Kj+1 ‚ Fr+1, i.e., such
that Kj and Kj+1 correspond to K-invariant subspaces hbs;bs+1; : : : i and hbs+1; : : : i of
Vr := Fr=Fr+1, with zj+1 corresponding to bs. For convenience, assume that Fr+1 = 1,
and let v := x¡1k [hi+1;mk]. Then v = `(k)bs + u with u 2 hbs+1; : : : i = Kj+1. By
Proposition 5.1(c),
bpr¡s¡1 ¢ v = `(k)bpr¡s¡1 ¢ bs · (¡1)s`(k) mod p;
so to compute `(k) we need only take the dot product of v with an appropriate row
of Br. The computation of ‚ in the conjugator update algorithm goes the same way;
view ueyi+1hi+1 as an element of hbs; : : : i and compute its dot product with bpr¡s¡1 to
get (¡1)s‚.
In our implementations of these algorithms we actually carry along the auxiliary el-
ements x¡1k [hi+1;mk] and ue
y
i+1hi+1, rather than xk and u. Unless the values of these
elements change in going from j to j + 1 or the increase in j causes a level descent in
the structure forest, the vectors associated with these elements do not need to be re-
computed in the inner loop, thus saving a signiflcant amount of work. Even in the case
Hj 6= Hj+1, in which xk changes, the new vector value associated with x¡1k [hi+1;mk] is
easy to compute from the current value and the (stored) vector for hj+1.
Proposition 5.1(c) also gives a test for membership in Kj , since if u 2 Vr, then
u 2 hbs;bs+1; : : : i ifi u ¢ bfl = 0 for fl ‚ pr ¡ s:
On each pass through the main loop of the update algorithm the value of j increases
by 1. Thus the test vectors for Vr run through bpr¡1;bpr¡2; : : : ;b0. By Proposition 5.2,
if space is at a premium the complete matrix B need not be stored in order to implement
the algorithm.
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finput: an implicit CGS z1; : : : ; zL for a p-group K,
an SGS h1; : : : ; hL for its subgroup H, and
An IGS m1; : : : ;mt for its subgroup G.g
foutput: An IGS for G \H.g
begin
fInitialize.g
for k := 1 to t do
xk := 1 2 H,
for j := 0 to L¡ 1 do
f(m1; : : : ;mt) is an IGS for G \ (HKj),
xk 2 H and xkmk 2 Kj for k = 1; : : : ; tg
for k := 1 to t do
Compute `(k) 2 Zp with xkmk · z`(k)j+1 mod Kj+1
if hj+1 = 1 then
if `(k) 6= 0 for some k then
s := maxfk:`(k) 6= 0g
for k := 1 to s¡ 1 do
Solve `(s)fi(k) + `(k) = 0 for fi(k) 2 Zp
mk := mkm
fi(k)
s ; xk := x
fi(k)
s xk
t := t¡ 1
for k := s to t do
mk := mk+1; xk := xk+1
else fHKj = HKj+1g
for k := 1 to t do
xk := h
¡`(k)
j+1 xk
return (m1; : : : ;mt)
end.
Figure 6. .Subgroup intersection.
7. Intersection and Centralizer
The overall outline of the normalizer update algorithm can be modifled to yield al-
gorithms for computing G \ H and CG(h) for h in H. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate such
algorithms. Again, the linear structure for hG;Hi can be used to compute the necessary
leading coe–cients quickly. The resulting algorithms have one less level of nested looping
than the full normalizer and conjugator algorithms, so they have correspondingly faster
running times, once an SGS for G has been set up (and, if necessary, one for H as well).
The element centralizer algorithm yields a set centralizer algorithm: starting with
M := G, go through the elements of the set X one by one, for each x in X replacing M
by CM (x) until flnally M := CG(X). Element Centralizer produces the SGS’s for the
replacement groups. If H is a subgroup of K and X is a set of generators for H (perhaps
an SGS), the resulting algorithm computes the subgroup centralizer CG(H).
If a linear structure already set up for another purpose has produced output in the
form of an SGS, that output can be used as input to these algorithms without additional
setup costs. We note also that neither of these algorithms is tied to the permutation
group context. Both are valid in a more general nilpotent setting; they simply require
a structure that corresponds to a chief series for hG;Hi, together with some method
for computing leading coe–cients. In particular, the chief series could be taken to be
a reflnement of the lower p-central series, as in a special AG-presentation of the type
considered in .Eick .(1993).
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finput: An implicit CGS z1; : : : ; zL for the parent p-group K,
an SGS m1; : : : ;mL for the subgroup G, and
an element h of K.g
foutput: An SGS for CG(h).g
begin
if h 2 KL¡1 then return (m1; : : : ;mL)
for i := 1 to L¡ 1 do
f(m1; : : : ;mL) is an SGS for CG(hKi=Ki)g
for k := 1 to i and mk 6= 1 do
Compute `(k) 2 Zp with [h;mk] · z`(k)i+1 mod Ki+1
if `(k) 6= 0 for some k then
s := maxfk:`(k) 6= 0g
for k := 1 to s¡ 1 do
Solve fi(k)`(s) + `(k) = 0 for fi(k) 2 Zp
mk := mkm
fi(k)
s
ms := 1
return (m1; : : : ;mL)
end.
Figure 7. .Element centralizer.
We omit the veriflcations of these algorithms, which are similar to those for the update
algorithms above.
The subgroup intersection algorithm is very like a noncommutative version of the well-
known Zassenhaus sum-intersection algorithm for vector spaces. In our implementation
we carry along auxiliary elements xkmk rather than xk, perhaps saving some time over
straightforward implementations of the Zassenhaus algorithm, which must simultane-
ously compute hG;Hi as well as G \H.
Presenting the centralizer algorithm in terms of an SGS for CG(h) illustrates one way
in which group-theoretic knowledge can save time. The range for k can be restricted to
f1; : : : ; ig, and could be further restricted if one had additional information about the
location of h in a central series for K, as one might in the special AG-presentation setting.
8. Complexity
We use n, the degree of the permutation group K, as a measure of input size for
our algorithms. If n = pt, then the composition length of a p-Sylow subgroup of Sn is
(n ¡ 1)=(p ¡ 1), which for flxed p is roughly proportional to n. At the other extreme, a
cyclic group of order pt has minimum degree n = pt and composition length logp n. In
any case, a p-subgroup of Sn has composition length less than n.
In addition to book-keeping operations and arithmetic mod p, our algorithms require
multiplying, taking inverses and taking small powers (ge with 0 < e < p) of permutations.
The flrst two of these types of operations can clearly be carried out in O(n) time. The
powers can be computed cycle by cycle. The image under ge of one element ! in a
nontrivial cycle ¡ of g can be found in time O(e), which is at most linear in the length
of ¡ (a power of p). By using (!g)g
e
= (!g
e
)g, the images under ge of the other elements
of ¡ can be successively computed, each in constant time. Hence the restriction of ge
to ¡ can be computed in time linear in the length of ¡, so ge itself is computable in O(n)
time.
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Computation ofNG(H) with the normalizer algorithm breaks into two parts: setting up
the linear structure, and executing the algorithm. The setup phase consists of preparing
the linear structure for K = hG;Hi, and computing generating sequences to describe the
chief series for G and H. Preparing the linear structure includes determining the maximal
block decompositions that give the parameters for the structure forest, and computing
the necessary matrices Br. These steps entail just O(n3) group operations, and hence
O(n4) time. Implementation details may be found in GAP and Magma programs available
from the authors. .R¶ak¶oczi .(1995) has given a theoretical account of the construction of
the structure forest, as well as fast recognition algorithms for permutation p-groups and
nilpotent groups. In practice, much of the setup time goes into building the generating
sequences, which we can do by a variation of the Sims-Schreier procedure, as organized
by .Knuth .(1991). In the worst case, each sequence requires time O(n4)|less than in
Knuth’s analysis since we have fewer than 2n=p subgroups in the chain, each with p
cosets, whereas in Knuth’s situation each of these quantities is n in the worst case.
The normalizer and conjugator algorithms themselves consist essentially of two nested
loops, each of length at most n, within which are two loops of length at most n. The bodies
of the innermost loops are each made up of a small number of group operations, perhaps
combined with computation of the dot product mod p of two sequences of length at most
n=p. Thus the normalizer and conjugator algorithms each require just O(n4) time.
As we noted in Section 7, the intersection and element centralizer algorithms have one
less level of looping than the normalizer algorithm. They require just O(n3) time after
the setup phase. The subgroup centralizer algorithm can compute CG(H) in O(n4) time,
since one can compute an SGS of length at most n for H during the setup and then use
it as a set of generators for H. In practice, of course, H might well be given by a much
smaller set of generators.
9. Implementation and Experiments
We have written implementations of the algorithms described above in GAP (.Scho˜nert,
.et al., .1993) and in Magma ( .Cannon and .Playoust, .1993). In addition, we have written
programs to construct the linear structure and the corresponding input composition series
required by the algorithms.
Running times for our implementations of the normalizer algorithm re°ect the struc-
ture of the algorithm. When n is small and G and H have very small composition lengths,
time for the setup phase is a substantial fraction of the total. The time to computeNG(H)
itself with our methods increases roughly in proportion to the composition length of H,
with successive passes through the j-loop generally taking longer and longer, in°uenced,
however, by reductions in the length of the ambient normalizer M . Running time is
loosely coupled to the composition length of NG(H), as well as to the length of G.
Our algorithms are based on composition series, so composition lengths are re°ected in
running times. Algorithms whose fundamental structures are difierent, such as the back-
track algorithms of .Leon .(1991), may be expected to show markedly difierent behavior
from ours; in particular, their running times may be in°uenced by factors such as the
number of generators for G or for H. The timings we give below, which compare our
normalizer implementations with the generic permutation group normalizer functions in
GAP and Magma, appear to exhibit such difierences, and should be taken only as rough
indicators, not as reflned comparisons. They do show, however, that our methods are
practical for groups of degree large enough to cause di–culty for the generic programs.
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Table 1. .GAP.
Example 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
p 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 5
n 100 100 100 100 100 150 150 200
‘(G) 71 79 79 97 97 136 62 41
‘(H) 47 5 52 4 84 135 54 33
‘(NG(H)) 56 17 65 32 91 133 55 33
SETUP 40 68 79 9 84 858 67 19
LINEAR 127 79 228 19 410 3864 240 72
PURE 64 483 150 36 157 11946 155 168
AG 330 1702 661 603 780 69325 1979 956
PERM 11370 412 340 1763 332 2658 1944 > 57300
Table 2. .p = 2 Magma smaller degrees.
Example 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
n 24 24 24 32 32 50 50 50 50
‘(G) 15 16 17 27 27 36 36 47 47
‘(H) 13 14 6 17 18 24 27 34 39
‘(NG(H)) 14 15 11 19 19 26 29 40 45
SETUP 4 3 3 19 18 36 38 11 16
LINEAR 16 15 8 41 45 125 142 45 57
PERM 0.2 0.3 15 2723 1 > 7000 4166 > 1050 1
In tests of our algorithms using earlier versions of GAP our methods were often as much
as several hundred times faster than the generic functions, even for comparatively small
degrees, where we might expect setup times to put them at a disadvantage. Subsequent
improvements in the GAP library functions have raised the threshhold degrees at which
we can expect our programs to outperform the built-in functions signiflcantly.
In addition to the generic Normalizer function for permutation groups, GAP ofiers
the possibility of converting a polycyclic permutation group to a group with an Ag
presentation, to which the Ag group Normalizer function (based upon the method of
.Glasby and .Slattery, .1990) can be applied. To compare our methods with conversion
to the Ag setting, we flrst applied the GAP function AgGroup to the group hG;Hi,
obtaining the embedding of G and H in the resulting Ag group by a specially adapted
variant of the PreImage function. After determining NG(H) as an Ag group, we used the
Image function to lift the answer back to a permutation group.
Table 1 shows the results of some typical experiments with GAP, and compares our
normalizer implementation with the two alternative methods. The timings were obtained
on a 486/DX 50Mhz PC running FreeBSD with an initial allocation of 8 MB of memory to
GAP. In some instances, GAP increased the memory allocation during the course of the
experiment. The tests were run with GAP Version 3.5 (unreleased) which at the time of
the experiments incorporated some of Leon’s ideas in its generic permutation Normalizer
function and also had an implementation by Theissen of an improved AgGroup function
for permutation groups.
Each column in Table 1 describes an experiment for one choice of G and H. We
use the notation ‘(X) to denote the composition length of the p-group X; thus ‘(X) =
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Table 3. .p = 2 Magma larger degrees.
Example 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
n 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
‘(G) 47 47 48 48 71 71 79 79
‘(H) 4 36 11 22 4 43 5 52
‘(NG(H)) 44 40 41 30 19 56 17 65
SETUP 108 161 47 49 125 171 460 637
LINEAR 159 693 137 234 219 828 571 1527
PERM 7617 > 52000 > 5300 > 3600 > 7500 > 4900 > 19000 > 4800
logp jXj. Running times are given in seconds of cpu-time as reported by the GAP function
Runtime, rounded to the nearest second. The row labeled SETUP shows the time to
construct the composition series for G and for H with our methods. The LINEAR row
gives the total time for our method, so the difierence between these two rows gives the
time for our normalizer program alone. We have presented the Ag group data slightly
difierently; AG gives the total time for the over-and-back process, while PURE indicates
the time for the Ag group Normalizer computation alone. Table 1 shows the Ag group
time to be dominated by the conversion process, but even the PURE flgures are commonly
as high as the total LINEAR times. Finally, the PERM row gives times for GAP’s generic
permutation group Normalizer function.
The groups for these tests were generated in several ways as subgroups of a random
Sylow p-subgroup of Sn. In the flrst flve cases, we forced H • G; indeed G is the full
Sylow group in the fourth and flfth examples. Otherwise, the test groups were generated
by choosing small numbers of random generators in the Sylow group, or by intersecting
two subgroups generated in that way in order to get larger numbers of generators while
maintaining reasonable size. The results shown are typical, especially for our methods, of
those produced in a number of trials. The backtrack-based permutation group Normalizer
function can take times difiering by factors of as much as a hundred for groups that appear
essentially similar, so timing results for that method show considerable variance.
Because the Magma function Normalizer required H to be a subgroup of G, we limited
Magma tests to that setting, rather than computing G\NhG;Hi(H) more generally. Like
GAP, Magma afiords the opportunity to convert solvable permutation groups to groups
with polycyclic presentations. In view of our experience with GAP and our other Magma
results, we have not carried out tests in that direction with Magma.
The results of our experiments using Magma V1.01 on a Sparc Station ELC with 24
MB of RAM are consistent with those we obtained with GAP. Because of difierences in
the computer environments in which they were run, however, the timings should not be
viewed as providing a meaningful comparison between the GAP and Magma generic nor-
malizer functions. Moreover, as Tables 2 and 3 suggest, there was great variation among
the Magma times for groups that appeared outwardly similar. Changes incorporated in
the Magma algorithms since these tests were run would presumably now still give dif-
ferent numbers, and increase the speeds of both the generic normalizer function and our
own implementation.
Row headings in the Magma tables have similar meanings to those in Table 1. Here the
row headed PERM gives times for the Magma Normalizer function. Where PERM times
are given as \> x", program execution was halted after x seconds. The tables describe
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experiments for p = 2. Tests with p = 3 produced similar results. Examples 6, 7 and 8
in Table 3 are the same as Examples 1, 2 and 3 in Table 1.
The Magma tests for n = 100 were designed to note the efiect on running times of
the numbers of generators of G and of H. Groups with large numbers of generators were
produced by intersecting groups generated by small numbers of random elements. We
also ran tests for p = 2 and n = 100 with G cyclic. Though our program took less than 10
seconds in such cases, the Magma Normalizer function was typically substantially faster
yet.
The GAP and Magma implementations of our conjugator algorithm exhibit running
times consistent with those for the normalizer algorithm. Setup times for conjugator
re°ect the need to compute the additional generating sequence for E, while execution
times for the algorithm itself are only slightly longer than those for normalizer.
We have also run tests of our intersection and centralizer implementations to compare
them with built-in GAP and Magma functions based on the methods of .Leon .(1991).
As expected, setup time dominates overall running time for our intersection and element
centralizer algorithms. Comparisons with backtrack-based programs are di–cult. In one
instance, conjugating a 2-group G of degree 50 by a random permutation in S50 turned
an example for which our implementation found CG(G) 100 times faster than the GAP
built-in function into an example for which our program was 10 times slower. In the range
of degrees we considered, the times for our intersection and centralizer algorithms were
typically greater than times for the corresponding built-in permutation group functions
in Magma.
Other polynomial time approaches to flnding centralizers and intersections in nilpotent
groups are known (see, e.g., .Luks, .1982 and .1993). Although the methods we describe here
give asymptotically fast algorithms, at least two of the authors conjecture that further
work will yield centralizer and intersection methods with even faster implementations.
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